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INTRODUCTION 
A recent paper [1 ] examined fractional powers of the Fourier t ansform 
on the Schwartz space Y. Its main purpose was to provide a rigorous 
framework inwhich the formal work of V. Namias [Z] could be studied. 
This paper examines the theory on the space L2 and gives ome 
applications t  partial differential equ tions. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
The classical Fourier t ansform n L2 - L2( 1 CG, a) is defined by
(F~)(.Y) = lim - R _ -,& i”, e’-Y(v) &, f E L’, (1.1) 
where lim denotes the limit nmean square. For convenience we write 
(Ff)(x) = -j=g j-y, e”‘jf( y)f&, f c Lp (1.2) 
although t e integral must be interpreted in the sense of (1.1). We state he 
following (standard) theorem from [6, pp. 69-731. 
THEOREM 1.1. The operator 8, given by (l.l), is a homeomorphism on 
L’ with inverse 
(~-‘f)(x)=(~fN-x), ,f EL2. 
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Further 
Wfll 2 = llfll 2 Vf E L’. 
We now recall from [ 1 ] the following definition. 
DEFINITION 1.2. For suitable functions f, the fractional Fourier t ans- 
form of order E [w is given by 
x 
X 
J ( 
exp 
ixy 2 
--c cot u f(y) dy, 
- x sin u 2 > 
G=sgncc, O<~G(/ <rc, (1.3) 
(&f)(x) =f(xL 
(ETf)(x) =f( --u), 
(%+??I f)(x) = (Ef)(.~,, VUER. 
With this definition, we proved that for each LXE R, F% is a 
homeomorphism on Y and 
The result (1.4) isknown as the index law. 
Notice now that when n E Z, 9nz,2 f =57 where 9” is the nth power of 
the classical Fourier operator (1.2). We therefore define the crth power of 
the Fourier t ansform by 
Then we can deduce that 
(i) 9”: Y -+ 9’ is a homeomorphism, 
(ii) 6”8Bf=9’+Bf, Vcr, /?E [w and Vf EY. 
Throughout this paper we shall be looking atproperties of FT. From 
these it is almost trivial to deduce results for Fa. 
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2. FRACTIONAL FOURIER TRANSFORMS ON L’ 
When f~ L” we interpret ( 1.3) in the sense 
(&/)(.y)==n,,,p(-qcotb) 
where lim denotes the limit nthe mean and 
A, = e’““/410i qJ5i-jzq. 
This coincides with (1.3) when f E 9’ and we can also write 
xS[exp(-~cotr)f(.~)](&), O<lcll<rc.(2.1) 
Therefore we can deduce 
THEOREM 2.1. (i) For each a E II& FM is a homeomorphism onL2 and 
IKfllz= llfllz, V-EL’. 
(ii) For each a E R, and f, g E L2, 
Ix 
- % 
(Fxf)(x) g(x) dx = IX f(x)(.S$ g)(x) dx. 
-xc 
(iii) For each a E R, Yz is a unitary operator nL2. 
Proof: In each case, we can assume that aE [ - rc, rr] since the proof 
will then extend to a E R by periodicity. 
(i) The cases a =0 and a= +rc are trivial. When 0~ Ial < 71, the 
result follows from (2.1) and Theorem 1.1. 
(ii) Again the cases a = 0 and a = +rt are trivial. When 0 < Ial < n, 
the result follows from (2.1) and the Parseval relation 
Ix So (Yf)(x) g(x) dx = jX f(x)(Sg)(x) dx, J gfE L’. -x ~ DY 
-(iii) This f 11 o ows from (ii) and the fact hat for each aE R, 
Fz~=9C,f where f(x) is the complex conjugate of f(x), VXE R. 
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Let us now turn to the index law. We already know that (1.4) holds 
V’E .Y and it is well known that 9’ is dense in L2. Therefore, from 
Theorem 2.1(i), we can extend (1.4) tof~ L2 by arguments ofcontinuity 
and density. 
To summarise the results so far: 
9%: L’ + L2 is a unitary operator Va E R, 
.Y$qjf=Yz+,J; VZ,BEIW and YfEL’, 
%f=J yf E L’. 
If we can also prove that 
II&f-.fllz -+ 0 as a+o,f~L’, (2.2) 
then (,z?%] will be a strongly continuous unitary group of operators n L2. 
The following theorem shows that (2.2) isindeed true. 
THEOREM 2.2. For each fE L2, 
II.Fzf-fl12-0 as u--+0. 
Proof: Let f E L’ and let E> 0 be arbitrary. Then, since 9 is dense in 
L’, there exists $ E9 such that Ijf - (I, 11z< c/2. Hence 
IKf -%$112= llE(f-$Mz= llf-$ll2<&? VXEIR. 
We shall now prove that, for each cp~9, 
II~~-(PIl2+0 as GI + 0. (2.3 1 
From this, wecan deduce that 
IlCf-.fll2< IlKf -%$ll2+ II~ti-~ll2+ Iti-fll2 
< Il~~-tilI1+~ 
so that, since E was arbitrary, 
as required. 
IIEf-.fllz -+o as cc-+0 
To prove (2.3), suppose upp cp c C-R, R] for 0< R < cc. We shall use 
the fact hat F: L2+ L’ is a homeomorphism with I191J2= 1.Hence 
proving (2.3) isequivalent to proving that 
/I~+.~,cp--~ll2+0 as r 40. 
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Let 6 E (0,7~/4) be fixed and put 
H(a)= ll%+x,29-wIr~ 
x rp(y cos a) - 9(Y) 1 1 4 
<~~~e-ia:2{~r f+ilxp(gtanix+$sinacosm) 
X~(l’COS~)-9~Y) 4’
1 II 
+ ’ -& [e ~ir/2 &i-l, j* 
I 
e’““cp( y) dy
- % I 2
(by the triangle in quality) 
=fi ~~~~mei-Y~[exp(~tan~+~sin3cosb) 
xcp(ycos~)-9(Y) 4 
I I 
,2+ (eCig/* J&E- 11 Il.F9pl12. 
Now lee ‘z/z &-- 1) IJB9Jj,+O asa--+0 and 
iI* jr, e”‘.” [exp ($ tan c( +$ sin ci cos c1 
> 
9(y cos a) - 9(y) 1 II dy 
* .ll~[exp(~tancr)-1]II e’-“9(g)~Ylj2 
+~~--)j~z ei-rF[exp(T ) sinacoscr 9(ycoScC)-9(Y) dV . 
1 II 2
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by the dominated convergence th orem. Further, 
by Parseval’s equation 
and, as above. 
i[ ( exp ? sinacosr)-1]Co(~)ll~~O ascc+0 
by the dominated convergence th orem. 
Finally, we must consider 
NOW supp cp E C-R, R] so cp(~l cos a) = 0 whenever jy cos c(( 2 R, i.e., 
lyl 2 R/COS LY. Hence, when 0 < jclj < 6< n/4, we have le~(y cos c() - 
cp(y)l = 0 when (~1 > R/cos S = T. Therefore 
by Lebesgue’s theorem of bounded convergence. Thiscompletes the proof. 
We can now state 
THEOREM 2.3. {Fz, dl EIw} is a stronglJ1 continuous unitary group of 
operators on L*. 
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We have to find the infinitesimal generator f{ FUl. This is, by 
definition, the operator iG: L2 2 D(G) + L’ given by 
f~ L2: hm~(l/r)[Fz~-f] E L2 . 
Since {FXj is unitary, it follows that G is self-adjoint and istherefore 
closed. (See [S] for details.) 
To find G, we shall need the following result from [2]: 
%[exp(-!JH.,(~)](~~)=Pexp(--$H.,(.y), n=0,1,2,..., 
where H, is the nth degree Hermite polynomial defined by
HJx) = (- 1)” e” -$ em “. 
We shall show that G= A where A is defined byNamias as 
(Af)(x) = -if”(x) + +(x2 - l)f(x) 
and the domain of A is 
D(A)= {~EL’:~‘EL’ andf”+(l-x*)fEL’}. 
Note that D(A) is dense in L’ since it contains 63 and that A is self-adjoint. 
Let f E D(A). Then f can be represented as 
f(x) = 2 a,e--‘!“H,(x), 
n=O 
where 
1 x 
aH=2”n! PI e 
pi2’2H,(x) f(x) dx 
and the series i convergent to f(x) with respect tothe norm in L2. (See 
[7, p. 2501 for details.) Hence, by the continuity of Fz, 
i [(Fmf)(x)-f(x)] = ‘f (“‘> a,e-‘2’2H,(x). 
fl=O 
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Further, since ,4f~ L’ also, itcan be represented as 
(&“)(x) = f b,e --‘*“H,(x), 
n=O 
where the series converges in mean square to Af and 
1 
2”n!,l;; I 
x 
b,=- 
-% e 
-“2’2H,(x)(Af)(x) dx 
1 =- 
s x 2”n!& -x 
A[ep”2’2H,,(x)] f(x) d.u 
(performing the integrations by parts) 
n 
I 
% 
=- 
2”n!,:;; -x e 
~ ‘2’2Hn(~) f(x) dx 
=na,. 
Note that we have used the result 
A[e--‘*‘“H,(x)] = ne-‘Z’2H,(x) 
which can be verified by ifferentiation. Therefore, 
(iAf)(X) = f inanep”Zl’H,(x) 
n=O 
= f ?% (q) a,e-“*j2Hn(x). 
n=O 
(2.4) 
We must now show that we can interchange the order of the limit and 
integration. To do this, wemake use of the fact that G: L2 2 D(G) + L’ is 
closed. 
It is obvious from (2.4) that when f(x) =e-‘2’2H,(~), lim,,,(l/a) 
[YSj-f] exists inL’ and equals L4f so that {exp( --x2/2) H,(x)}:=, c 
D(G). Now define 
f,(x) = f a,e-~y2/2Hn(,u) 
n=O 
so that f, is the mth partial sum of fe D(A) and /If, -Slj2 -+ 0 as m + co. 
Hence f, E D(G) and 
409 136 2-h 
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i.e., iGf, is the mth partial sum of iAf= -(i/2)f” + (i/2)(x2 - 1)f and so 
{Gf,} is convergent i  he L2 sense to AJ Finally, since G is closed, 
feD(G) and 
Gf = lim Gf, = -if” + 4(x’ - 1 )f = Af: 
m + ‘X 
This holds for each fE D(A ) so that D(A) c_ D(G). Hence G is an extension 
of A. Therefore, since A and G are self-adjoint, it follows that A = G. 
Consequently we can deduce 
Result 2.4. When g E D(G), the (unique) classical so ution tothe 
problem 
I% i 8’24 i 
t= 2 ax? 
---++z(xz-l)U, XER, fE(W, 
(2.5) 
u(x, 0) =g(xL XE R, 
u(x, t) E L’ as a function of zc for each fixed t EIw, 
is given by 
ew4)i- r/21 
24(x, t)=s ,sin t, exp (-$ cot ) 
x 
s, ( 
. 2 
X exp 2-F cot t 
> 
g(y) dy, o< ItI <7c, XER, 
4x9 0) = g(x), XER, 
4x3 n)=g(-xx), XER, 
24(x, t+2n)=u(x, t), t E R, x E R. 
3. APPLICATIONS TO DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
In this ection, we shall consider several variants of Result 2.4. In each 
case we shall solve the problem 
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$=iA,u+f(t), tER, 
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(3.1) 
UC% 0) = g(x), g E WA,), 
u(x, t)EL*(-x’, cc) for each fixed t E[w, 
where A,: L2( -CD), co) 2D(A,) -+ Z,*( - m, CC ) is a specified operator 
which is independent of t and, for each fixed t, (f(t))(x) = 
f,(x) E L2( -a, cfz ). 
In Result 2.4, f = 0 and 
A= -f$++), 
D(A)= {feL’(- a, CD): f” exists and f” + (1 - x’)f~ L*( -co, co)}. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Let A, = $(d*/d.x’) + f(1 -x2) = -A, D(A,) = D(A), 
f-0. Put 5= -t and u(x, T)= U(X, t) in (3.1) toobtain 
& u(x, T) = iAo(x, T). 
Hence 
0(X, T) =(% g)(X) 
*u(x, t)=(T-,g)(x). 
EXAMPLE 3.2. Let f = 0 and define A,: L2( -co, co) 1 D(A,) + 
L2(-0100, co) by 
2 
A,u=; $-;x2u 
1 d*u 1 
=2 dx2 
- -+2 (1 -X+ 
=A,u+Bu, UED(A*)=D(A), 
where Bu = -+u, D(B) = L2( - GC, co). Therefore we need to solve 
au 
at- -iA,u+iBu. 
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It is easy to see that B: L2( -cc, oz ) + L’( -W, aj) is bounded and that 
(iI?)” = ( -i/2)” I,Vn E N. Therefore 
i (itB)” n!=e 
rr/2 L 
,1 =0 
where Iis the identity operator on L’( -co, cc). Hence iB generates heCo 
group {S(r)} where (,S(t)f)(x) =e-“‘Zf(x), f~,5~( - cc, co). 
From above, we see that iA, generates theCo group (T(t)} where 
T(t) = 5 ,. Next, it is easy to prove that Vs, tE Iw and HIS L2( -co, co), 
S(s) T(t)f= T(r) S(s)f: 
A standard theorem (see [4, p. 2261) now tells u that iA, + iB generates 
the Co group {U(t)} where U(t)=,S(t) T(t)=eP”12PP1. Hence if gE 
D(A,) = D(A), the unique L2-solution of (3.1) with k= 2 is given by 
u(x, t) =ep’r’2(K I g)(x), x, ?ER. 
EXAMPLE 3.3. As above, A = t(d2/dx2 -x’) and D(A,) = D(A) but this 
time f f 0. Equation (3.1) now becomes 
au ia34 i -=---ZX2u+f(l, t). 
at 2 ax’ (3.2) 
By variation of parameters, we obtain 
u(x, t) = e -i”2(9. t g)(x) + 1: e-r”-s”2(9$ !f)(x, s) ds, (3.3) 
where fis a suitably restricted function. 
For example, when f is differentiable w.r.t.t E [0, T] for some T> 0 and 
then (3.3) isthe unique classical I,*-solution to (3.2) for xE [w, 0Q t < T. 
(For details, see[3, p. 1091.) 
EXAMPLE 3.4. This example is based on the following result of 
Romanoff [4]: 
Let X and Y be Banach spaces with norms II.& and 11 .)I?‘, respectively, 
and suppose K:X+ Y is an isometry, i.e., 
IKf II y = llfll x VfEx. 
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Suppose also that A is the generator of a C, group {T(t)} on X. Then 
B= KAK-’ is the generator of the C, group {S(t)} on Y where S(t) = 
KT(t) K-l and D(B)= {YE Y: Kp’feD(A)}. 
Let X=L*(-CG, co) and Y= ff:exp[j;; cp(t)dt]f(x)~L’(-co, co)) 
where cp(+u) is continuously differentiable on If& D fine 
It is easy to check that 11 .II, isa norm on Y. Therefore if we let 
we can deduce that K: X-t Y is an isometry with inverse 
Next, take A to be the operator iA,where A, is given in Example 3.1 and 
D(A,)=D(A). Then, if K-‘f~ll(A), 
K-$ K-‘f 
> 
(x) 
and 
=f”(X) +2V(X)f”(X) + [q’(x) + cp’(x)] f(x) 
(K(l -x’) KP’f)(x)=(l -x’)f(~). 
Hence the unique solution of 
au i a% -=- at 2 L ~+2o(x)~+(~‘(x)+y?‘(r)+ 1 --'c2)u , 1 
(3.4) 
24(x, 0)=f(x) 
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in the class Y is given by 
u(x, t) = (KE,K-‘f)(x) (3.5) 
provided that K-‘fall. 
Calculating (3.5) explicitly, we obtain 
. 2 ixy 
X cott-- 
2 sin t
+ 1’ dz) dz f(Y) dY, 
1 
o< ItI <7c, 
0 
(K&K-‘f)(x) =f(x), 
(K&K-‘f)(x) = exp 
and KF-, K- ‘f is periodic in twith period 217. 
Particular c ses of (3.4). (i) q(x) = i: 
We have 
x 
exp - [i’ 1i dt = e ~ IT, Y= (f:e’“f(x)EL2(-cQ, co)}=L*(-oo, co). 0 
Further, itis easy to check that Kf ED(A) iff ~-ED(A). Hence, when 
.~ED(A), the I,‘-solution is 
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L 
2 
u(x, r)=A-,exp 5 cot -k 
2 1 x 
X J [ exp x -k$+$cot,+iv f(S~)dy, 1 
XER, 0-c (11 <?T,fED(A), 
u(x, 71) = eP2’“f( -x), XE IR, 
4-T 0) =f(x), XER, 
u(x, t+ 27r) = u(x, t) vx, t E 52. 
(ii) cp(.u) = --.Y: 
and 
*={fiexp(-g) }. f(X)EL’(-co, 33) 
The solution in the class Y is 
24(x, t)=L,exp ( x2 ix2 T+TCotf ) 
x 
X 
J ( 
exp -z+; cot I-; f(y)dy, - ,x > 
O<Itl<n, XER, 
4.G 71)=f(-x), XER, 
4-T 0) =f(x), XE KY, 
24(x, t + 2n) = u(x, t), .Y, tfz R
provided that exp( -x2/2)f(x) ED(A). 
Note. In Example 3.4, we used similarity transforms to construct the
unique solution to partial differential equ tions f type (3.4) subject to he 
given conditions. There are many other transformation methods available 
which enable us to solve more complicated problems. A very useful 
selection of these can be found in [4]. 
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